
Chicopee® True Confi dence™

S.U.D.S. is our bucket and wipe system designed to allow you to 
create an impregnated wipe to exactly fit your needs. Simply add 
your chosen chemistry to the dry roll to create a tailor made wet 
wipe for your cleaning needs
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* All S.U.D.S. cases come with x1 dispenser bucket

** Recommended saturation level per roll is designed as a guidance only, for longer dwell times saturate to a higher level

Article No Description
Sheet Size

(L x W)
Sheets
Per Roll

Rolls / Case*
Product

Type
Saturation

level**

84622 S.U.D.S. Microfi bre 4F 23 x 17cm 200 6 Centrefeed Roll 1000ml

84624 S.U.D.S Applicator 23 x 17 cm 400 6 Centrefeed Roll 1000ml

How to use S.U.D.S
Follow these 4 easy steps to prepare your S.U.D.S wipe 
dispenser

• Step 1: Release safety tab and remove the lid

• Step 2: Insert the dry roll of wipes

• Step 3: Slowly pour pre mixed chemical solution over 

the roll

• Step 4: Thread the wiper roll through the centre of 

the lid, and securely close the lid 



TM

Chicopee S.U.D.S. allows you to create your own wet wipe 
dispensing system on site. The Chicopee Microfibre 4F fabric is 
designed especially for impregnation and cleaning. Combining 
the power of Microfibre cleaning while also releasing the 
maximum amount of cleaning chemical across the surface, and 
not locking it into the cloth makes this our most effective 
cleaning wipe. 

The Microfibre 4F ensures a good dwell time to allow your 
cleaning chemical to work, and thanks to its Microfibre cleaning 
power it is also great at removing stains, grease or finger-marks. 

Benefits of S.U.D.S. Microfibre 4F
• Improved performance - Disposable microfibre wipe ensures 

superior cleaning performance vs traditional wet wipes

• Increased flexibility - Create different impregnated wipes for 
various areas

• Improved dwell time - Encourages better cleaning behaviour 
vs spray and wipe systems (chemicals are often wiped off the 
surface with paper towels too soon)

Maximum dwell time and chemical compatibility for sanitising or disinfecting

S.U.D.S Applicator wipe

The S.U.D.S Applicator wipe is specifically designed for 
disinfection and sanitising of clean surfaces, whereas the 
S.U.D.S Microfibre 4F is an all in one cleaning wipe. S.U.D.S 
applicator is therefore the perfect tool for releasing as much 
liquid as possible onto the surface to ensure maximum dwell 
time and efficiency at killing bacteria and viruses. 

Produced from synthetic fibers it reduces any interaction 
between the cleaning chemical and the wipe to ensure great 
efficacy and performance from your chosen chemical. 

Benefits of S.U.D.S. Applicator Wipe
• Lowest cost SUDS solution - Much more cost effective 

than wet wipes

• Excellent liquid release - To increase dwell times and 
reduce chemical waste

• Synthetic substrate - For increased chemical compatibility 
and stable chemical efficacy 

For general cleaning and tougher tasks


